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Best hair clay reddit

As the title says. I've seen a lot of discussions about things like gels and pomads, but I haven't seen much about Clay's. I was thinking of trying out, but I was wondering what people's experience with it was, and if people have any brand recommendations. Page 2 Comments Searched to get a new mole.
Based on the research, I found Lockhart's Matte Clay, 19Fifties Union's Matte Clay, and Shear Revival American Gardens Clay.Open no other recommendations, but what do you guys recommend? Page 2 comments A brand new poster here and honestly didn't know this sub existed until today, but it's
nice to find a group of people who care about their hair as much as I do. Now on the actual meat post: I've been a happy user of HDF Claymation for a while now, but have come to know there are many as good if not better clay out there. After reading the wiki and learning about the differences, I think I
want to stay in the clay family, but see what other people preferred clay. You're looking for something higher in detention, less gloss. Thanks in advance! Page 2 23 comments I use Lockhart medium hold oil-based pomade style pompadour over the past year, and I like it, but I want to change my hairstyle.
From the latest reviews in this community, I began to look at clay. I recently bought this: your thoughts on Lockhart's Matte Clay and Lockhart's AntiGravity? Do you recommend any other clay for texture, which is also suitable for smaller hair? Thanks in advance! Page 2 25 comments My hair is about 3.5
inches on top and this hairstyle I go to, I tried both nostalgic clay and layrite cement clay. Is there anyone with higher detention and less brilliance than these two? Page 2 Comments I need a clay that can keep my thick and wavy hair type. I've tried a few moles with some decent results, but Im still looking
for that one. I really liked Layrites cement clay. Clay is so light that it actually has my hair. However, it didn't give me much texture/separation and left me with lots of fly-aways. On the other hand, lockharts matte clay gave me a great texture, but not so much to have as layrites. I also tried nostalgic
grooming clay. The texture was really good, but honestly it must have been emulsifying wax that just couldn't keep your hair in place. I think what they're asking for is any suggestions for hair clay that have a solid time, but can also give me texture and separation of hair and also keep flying. I was thinking
of trying out lockharts transcend because I liked there's matte clay texture, but there's a medium hold from there clay is just not enough for me. Any proposals are evaluated. Page 2 Comments About completing your mailroom clay, which I love, but realized I would keep trying different moles. I thought that
going with arcadian again loved the first formula, but do not know how the new formula compares to style and smell? Do you know any other mole you think is much better? Page 2 19 comments I have short, straight hair and I'm almost just using spreads like Arcadian MP, Northern Lights, and firm Moon
Paste. Now I want to try the clay. I'm looking for firm hold, matt/low shine, pretty easy to apply (when tug and pulling is fine), and a decent wash. Nor should it be hard or stiff hair all day I've been looking for oasis, although it's out of hand now, Lockhart Matte Clay, Arcadian Clay Pomade.ThanksPage 2 11
comments Hello, I'm looking for hair clay that doesn't shine in it and really good to have that lasts all day pretty much. I have quite thin hair and medium length. Usually when I don't use hairspray, my hair flops all day. At the moment I use HDF claymation. I'm mostly looking for o'douds matte paste,
arcadian matte paste and a disgusting revival of the northern lights of matt paste Which one is better for my hair type/better to have? Page 2 comments Hello all, What is the best clay for fine hair in your opinion? I look at the low shine matte with the average company that will hold firmly , and a very
smooth application with a minimal tug. When I heard some good things about so far. First Hand Supply Clay Pomade Templeton Tonics Oasis Flagship Gold Pomade Nostalgic Clay Lockhart Matte ClayPage 2 23 comments
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